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A serious play with a sad ending is called …………… . 

style satire tragedy novel

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Genres have been conceived as convenient but rather arbitrary ways to classify works of

literature. Convenient means …………… . 

useable suitable complete numerous

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A short poem or saying expressing an idea in a clever and amusing way is called …………… .

elegy epic comedy epigram

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The appropriateness of an element of an artistic or literary work, such as style or tone, to its

particular circumstance or to the composition as a whole is known as …………… . 

archetype decorum form rhyme

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Joining or mixing together of two or more things or people is known as …………… . 

component content combination counterpart

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Various exponents of archetypal theory regard the form of a literary work as one of a limited

number of plotshapes which it shares with myths, rituals, dreams. Exponents means …………… .  

advocates permises containers elements

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

An affectedly elegant literary style of the late 16th and early 17th centuries, characterized by

elaborate alliteration, antitheses, and similes is called …………… . 

closure decorum euphuism dignity

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A Substance that produces a pleasant smell when burnt, used especially in religious ceremonies is

known as …………… . 

clay florid mean incense

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Historians of English prose style have distinguished between the vogue of “Ciceronian style” and

the opposing vogue of “Senecan style”.  Vogue means …………… . 

popularity uniformity elaboration regularity

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The admonition to seize the pleasure of the moment without thought for the future is called

…………… . 

leitmotif carpe diem motif ubi sunt

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Common in lyric poems is the ubi sunt motif formula for lamenting the vanished past. Vanished

means …………… . 

considered recurred distinguished disappeared

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Short, interesting or amusing story about a real person or event is called …………… .

anecdote essay prose verse

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Magazine or other publication that is published at regular intervals, e.g. weekly or monthly is

known as …………… . 

periodical augment illustration dissertation

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is a useful distinction between the formal and informal essay. Distinction means …………… .

exposition expound difference department

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In informal essay, the author assumes a tone of intimacy with his audience. Intimacy means

…………… . 

seriousness importance dishonesty friendship

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Speech or piece of writing praising somebody or something is called …………… . 

lyric panegyric patron pen-name

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Person who has agreed to work for a skilled employer for a fixed period in return for being taught

his trade or craft is called …………… . 

ample tenure apprentice exegesis

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A second phase in Hafiz’s life begins in 745/1353 with the capture of Shiraz, a6er a protracted

struggle between the Indju and Musaffarid dynasty. Protracted means …………… . 

captured earned libertine lengthened

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Accomplished as poet, dramatist, novelist, and autobiographer, Goethe also practiced law, served

as a diplomat, and pursued scientific research. Accomplished means …………… . 

skilled awaken introspective immense

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Attractive or exciting quality which somebody or something has, and which seems out of reach of

others is called …………… . 

genius glamour legitimate sensous

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Goethe wrote Sorrows of Young Werther, a novel of immense influence in establishing the image

of the introspective Romantic hero. Immense means …………… . 

vast vague exciting demanding

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The use of a word or phrase to indicate something different from the literal meaning is called

…………… . 

metre protagonist motif metaphor

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In recognition of Gandjawi’s knowledge, the honorific title of hakim was bestowed upon him by

scholars. Bestow means …………… . 

spend give let activate

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A story, poem, painting, etc., in which the characters and actions represent good and bad qualities

is called …………… . 

distich epic allegory image

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Makhzan al-Asrar is an emulation of Sanai’s Hadikat al-Hakika, and Nizami acknowledges this but

stresses his own superiority. Emulation means …………… . 

imitation benefactor astronomy integrity

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A short story not based on fact, often with animals as characters, that conveys a moral is called

…………… . 

fiction fable epic distich

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Practice of misrepresenting one’s real character, opinions, etc., especially by pretending to be

more virtuous than one really is, is called …………… . 

futility estate patriotism hypocrisy

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The state of always keeping to the same principles or course of action is called …………… . 

creed consistency adultery invasion

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A voice or character representing the speaker in a literary work is called …………… . 

tone prose thesis play persona

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Hafiz's father is said to have migrated from Isfahan to Shiraz, where "he" died in the poet's

infancy, leaving the family in poor circumstances. The word "he" refers to ...............................

Hafiz Hafiz's father family poet's infancy

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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